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Staying Clear of Spam Filters
Your Guide to Run Successful Email Campaigns

JUN 2019Sept 2019

Read this e-book to:

• Learn how email works

• Understand spam filters

• Discover email campaign best practices

aislelabs.com

• Increase deliverability of your emails
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Avoiding the Spam Trap and Email List Best Practices
The Aislelabs definitive guide to getting past spam filters: Email marketers know that spam 

is a big issue. Navigating between delivering targeted emails and avoiding spam filters can be 

a tough process. There is nothing worse than crafting a message only to see it land in users’ 

junk folders.

Spam filters are a necessary utility that keep inboxes clean but can affect email marketing. 

Even the smallest error can mark your email as unwanted spam. Fortunately, we’ve put 

together a comprehensive guide to avoid the filters and spam traps so your email arrives at 

the intended inbox.

How Email is Sent and Received
With email for marketing, businesses typically use a software platform to send their messages. 

In the case of Aislelabs, that would be Aislelabs Campaign which allows users to create emails, 

audiences, and send the messages.

These emails are then sent through an Email Service Provider (ESP). Basically, the ESP is a 

server with IP addresses that specialize in sending emails. From there, the emails are then 

received by the user’s email inbox provider such as Gmail, Microsoft Exchange Server,                       

Outlook or other services.

Spam is Caught in the Inbox

Chapter 1

Section 1.1
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It might surprise you to learn, but the ESP has nothing to do with catching spam. All spam is 

caught in each individual’s inbox when a message is received. There are many factors that go 

into determining what email messages are legitimate and which are spam. That means that 

while every single email message is sent by the ESP, it is up to the receiving service or appli-

cation to mark it as legitimate email or mark it as spam.

There is also a third category in services like Gmail which further separates messages into 

a promotions tab. Google uses machine learning to effectively read an email in order to 

understand if it is a promotion or newsletter. If it is promotional, it is filtered into the separate 

“Promotions” tab and will skip the main inbox entirely.

Sender Reputation and Settings

Aislelabs 

Responsibility

User 

Action

Your 

Responsibility

Message Size 

Frequency

Open Rate

Click Rate

Mark as Spam

Avoid Spam Triggers

Good Grammar

V

IP Reptutation Clean Code
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Who is sending the email affects whether or not the message is flagged as spam. One of 

these factors is whether the IP address of the sender has repeatedly sent spam over and over 

again. If it has been flagged as spam, then the ESP receives a poor reputation and any mes-

sages from that server goes into the spam folder.

Another factor is whether the domain name (eg. @example-website.com) has been properly 

set up or not. Domain names need to be verified through DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) 

along with the IP address to be optimized to send email. 

This is important as the email protocol allows you to send unverified email from any domain 

name. A spammer can forge a domain name they don’t own and it will go through. For 

example, a spammer could send an email from john-doe@example-website.com even 

though they don’t own or have access to example-website.com. DKIM allows the receiver 

to check that an email did indeed come from a specific domain rather than a forgery using a 

digital signature embedded in the message.
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Bounced Addresses

Not all sent emails reach a receiver’s inbox. Our previous example of a forged email address 

from john-doe@example-website.com will generally be detected as a fake email and will not 

be delivered. An automated message from the mail system will be generated informing the 

sender that the email had not been delivered. In effect, it bounces back to the sender.

Another reason addresses can bounce is if the receiver’s address doesn’t exist. Some 

spammers will try to guess an address for an individual’s common name. So they’ll try to 

guess Robert Smith’s email by sending it to r.smith@reciever-email.com, robert.smith@

reciever-email.com, robert@receiver-email.com, etc. The email addresses that don’t exist will 

bounce.

IP reputation and domain settings also increases bounce rates. And a sufficiently high bounce 

rates lowers the sender’s reputation. Thus, a poor reputation generates a negative feedback 

loop that causes more email to bounce, and further degrades the reputation. That is why it is 

important to make sure the domain settings are valid and IP reputation is kept high. It should 

be noted that a few bounces are expected and a low bounce rate will have a negligible effect 

on the IP reputation.

Finally, the speed at which emails are sent will also affect bounce rates. Spammers are prone 

to sending thousands or millions of emails at once. So, if you have a list of 100,000 emails 

and you send a message to all of them at the exact same time, it will be marked as spam and 

all the messages will bounce. Aislelabs uses an automated controlled speed that sends out 

emails in small batches so that does not happen.

Content

It is worth briefly noting that the content of a message— that is, the words, images, and 

coding— affect whether an inbox determines if a message is spam or not. We shall go in 

depth about optimizing content further down and why it is important.
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Aislelabs and Spam
Much of the above are software based signals that Aislelabs controls. Our ESP servers all have 

a high IP reputation with low bounce rates which you can check out for yourself at sender-

score.org. Just input your domain name and you will be shown your reputation score. 

To ensure that the email addresses we send to exist in the first place, we have two tools avail-

able: email validation and email verification.

Email Validation

Our Connect platform is how our clients  acquire email addresses. We use an email valida-

tion method via the splash page to find out whether or not an address exists. Here’s how it 

works:

• A customer visits an Aislelabs Connect enabled site

• They log onto the WiFi

• On the splash page, they sign into the free guest WiFi using their Gmail address (for 

example)

• Aislelabs Connect contacts the receiver’s server (in this case Gmail) and asks whether or 

not the email exists

• Gmail returns a true or false statement on whether it is a valid email

Section 1.2

Sign-in
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Email Verification

Even though an email address is valid (ie. that the address exists), it still might not receive 

messages. Email verification checks to see if there is an account or inbox set up to receive 

mail at that address. What this means is that when someone submits their email address 

on the splash page, they are sent an automated email with a unique link that needs to be 

clicked. This proves that there is an inbox to receive the email and that the user who input 

the email address has access to it.

Sign-in
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Spam Filters and Spam Traps
Spam filters and spam traps are two systems used to detect and defend against spammers. 

Both tools work differently, but used together they are very successful at stopping spam.

Spam Traps
Spam traps are simply email addresses created to track and identify spammers. When a 

receiver inbox receives a message, the sender is automatically flagged as a spammer. Both 

the domain name located in the sender’s address and the IP address are flagged, blocking 

anything sent by them in the future.

There are also recycled spam traps which are inactive email addresses that an ISP acquires. 

Unlike the emails designed specifically as spam traps, these recycled addresses reply with 

bounce notifications telling the sender the email is inactive. However, continuing to send to 

these addresses will eventually flag you as a spammer.

Spam Filters
Where a spam trap is the big gun, spam filters are more of a scalpel. These are programs and 

algorithms which can identify and stop spam from ever reaching the inbox. Spam filters use 

different criteria such as using too many images or large font sizes to scan and identify spam. 

This is where content comes into play.

Spam filters not only scan what is going on inside of an email but how a user interacts 

with the message. How many times they open messages from the sender, how long they 

keep the email open, and whether they scroll down to the bottom of the message are all           

indicators. Of course, there is the big indicator which is when a user marks a message as 

spam, sending it to the junk folder.

Chapter 2

Section 2.1

Section 2.2
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Your Spam is Not My Spam
Chapter 3

It is imperative to understand that spam filters work at the individual level. Put simply, just 

because an email you receive goes to the spam folder does not mean that this same mes-

sage will go to anyone else’s spam folder. You should never use your spam folder as a metric 

for all emails you send.

Email Verification

Jane Marks Message as Spam but Henry and Sally Do Not.

Second Message Sent to Jane’s Junk Folder but Henry and Sally Receive in their Inbox.
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The Spam Button

Each individual treats their email messages differently. Most email applications and services 

have a spam or junk button which will mark a message as spam and send it to the junk fold-

er. The email service will learn what this single individual considers spam and understands the 

criteria by analyzing the message. 

This mostly affects no one else and is unique to this very specific user and how they’ve treat-

ed spam in the past. So if you send 100,000 messages via the Aislelabs platform, including 

to yourself, and it goes to your spam folder then part of the issue has to do with how you’ve 

treated spam in the past. Again, this does not affect whether the message is sent to spam 

for the 99,999 other receivers. However, if a large segment of your audience does click the 

spam button, the email service will take note of that and decrease your IP reputation. In most 

cases, unless you’re aggressively pushing your message beyond what your audience is com-

fortable with, this is unlikely to happen.

Content

Along with behaviour, content can also trigger spam filters. Over the years, there have been 

trends, phrases, and tactics that spammers have used to try and bypass the spam filter. Many 

of these have been codified and catalogued as spam triggers and some of them may seem 

innocuous. We at Aislelabs have run our own tests and here is an example of what is written 

having a drastic effect. 
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We sent out two different email messages to a few employees at Aislelabs. One message 

invited our employees to a meeting in the meeting room while the second message invited 

them to a promotional event.

All of the emails inviting them to a meeting went through while the promotional event email 

went into the promotion folder. Everything about these emails remained the same such as 

the sender and receiver address, the IP, and outgoing server. The only thing that changed 

was the content.

This illustrates how careful you must be when wording your message. Content has a 

profound effect on whether your message ends up in the junk folder or not.

Meeting Room vs Promotional Invite Example

Gmail Sends Promotional Event Message to Promotion Tab.

Inviting Members to a Meeting Lands in Gmail Inbox.
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How to Avoid Spam Filters
Aislelabs takes care of IP reputation, message sending speed, and email verification/

validation. We have done our utmost to prevent your messages from ending up in spam.

If deliverability is high but many emails are going to spam, then it is the behaviour or content 

that is the issue and not the technology. Once again, it is important to reiterate that if you 

send a message to yourself and it goes to spam, this is not an indicator that all messages will 

go to spam. You should not use your inbox as an indicator for everyone else.

Fortunately, there are plenty of best practices to avoid the spam filters. What you put in your 

messaging and your behaviour contacting recipients will determine whether your emails end 

up in the junk folder.

1. Proofread Your Messages

Faulty grammar and spelling will always look unprofessional so even disregarding spam, it 

just makes sense to proofread. Having said that, spelling errors and grammatical mistakes 

are also big spam triggers. In the early days, spammers would use misspelled words as a 

way to get past filters so they now look for these mistakes. 

2. Don’t Use All Capital Letters

A simple thing to avoid is the use of all caps, especially in the subject field since it’s the 

online equivalent of yelling at the receiver. No one likes being screamed at. Users are 

more likely to mark all-caps messages as spam and spam filters also use words written in 

all capital letters as a trigger.

3. Avoid Symbols and Excessive Punctuation

Another trigger for spam filters is using multiple exclamation points or excessive use of 

any other punctuation mark— especially the dollar sign ($) which should be avoided. 

While an exclamation mark is a good way to attract attention to your email’s title in an 

inbox, studies have shown question marks actually do better. So if you want to put in a 

punctuation mark it’s better to make a subject that asks a question.

Chapter 4
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4. Watch for Spam-like Phrases

There are words that trigger spam filters which should be avoided. The most obvious 

ones are Viagra and Cialis as well as common misspellings (v1agara c1al1s) but there 

are quite a few more that might surprise you. Phrases like “click here” or “lower monthly 

payment” can trigger the spam filter and even words like “cash” or “free” should be 

avoided. Prospect.io has put together an extensive list of 455 words and phrases to avoid.

5. Clean Text and Colour

Spammers try to get attention or hide text through various means. Using colour on text, 

overusing underlined and bolded text, or even large font sizes to draw the eye will be 

flagged by the filters. Similarly, some spammers try to hide text by making it small or 

colouring it white on a white background so text that is too small will also be flagged. Try 

to use standard font sizes in your emails.

6. Avoid Image Heavy Emails

Because spam filters cannot read text in an image, they’re fertile ground for spammers 

to deliver their message. Messages with little to no text but use a large image or several 

images can trigger the spam filter.

7. Be Careful with Links

The same rules apply to links as images. Spam messages often consist of a link or several 

links and very little to no text. Since it is usually crucial to have links when marketing via 

email, just make sure to have quite a bit of text to go with them.

Another issue to be wary of is using URLs as links. Many spammers will use a well known 

URL but the actual link will go somewhere else. So, for example, the link may display             

“http://google.com” but it will actually link to “http://attackerurl.com”. Because of this, it is 

better to use descriptive text that links to a destination URL.

8. Newsletter File Sizes

The size of your message can also land your email in the junk folder. Since quite a lot of 

spam comes in at less than 20KB, spam filters typically look for emails that are very light. 

Try to keep your emails between 20KB and 50KB.
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9. Use Clean Code

Programs like Microsoft Word have an HTML output option. However, the HTML 

code produced by it is horrible by internet standards and should never be used.                   

Even copy-pasting from Word can create messy code which will be flagged by spam 

filters. Use email template creators like Aislelabs built-in template editor to ensure your 

code is clean.

10. Use Human Reply Addresses

All of your emails should come from an actual used email address. You should avoid 

addresses like no-reply@company.com or donotreply@company.com as it signals to your 

users you do not care about an open dialogue with them. 

It is also important to use a personal name or brand name in the from field. Studies have 

shown that email recipients are likely to send a message to spam based on nothing more 

than what is in the from field.

11. Make Sure Users Want to Hear from You

The easiest trick to avoid spam filters is to make sure your users want to be emailed 

by you. A double opt-in is when a user provides their contact information and is then 

immediately sent a one-time confirmation. This is to confirm that the email address really 

belongs to the user.

The best reason to use a double opt-in is that it stops users from inputting false 

addresses. It also makes sure your subscriber really wants to hear from you, keeping your 

list clean. No matter how large your list is, if only a few people want to open your emails 

then the list is not very effective.

Your first email should also ask users to add your address to their contact list. When your 

address is added to the contact list, it whitelists your address to the ISP.
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13. Email Regularly

Just as it’s important to email a subscriber as soon as they sign up, sending emails at 

regular intervals is critical. You want to make sure that your subscribers don’t forget about 

you by sending messages often, otherwise, they may mark your email as spam. However, 

if you send too many messages you run the risk of annoying your customers and having 

them mark your messages as spam, anyway.

How often to send requires testing to find the right frequency but make sure it is at least 

once a month. The key here is consistency so your subscribers will know when to expect 

your emails.

14. Don’t Buy Email Lists

Purchasing or renting email lists is probably the worst thing you can do. These lists are 

riddled spam traps and recycled spam traps as well as a violation of an ISP’s Terms of 

Service. It is also illegal and violates of a user’s privacy.

15. Remove Bounced Email Addresses

We previously touched on how bounced emails from spam traps will eventually mark 

your messages as spam. This one is very easy to deal with since all you have to do is 

remove hard bounced addresses from your list, so pay attention when this happens.

12. Don’t Wait to Start

One of the biggest mistakes is to wait until a mailing list reaches an arbitrary size before 

a company begins to email. If you wait to email any of your users for weeks or months 

as you wait to reach an arbitrary list size, your users may have forgotten they signed 

up when you finally do send them something. Those users are more likely to mark a 

message as spam.

Spam filters can also be triggered when an email address suddenly sends massive 

amounts of messages to their subscribers. If you’ve already built a large list, it’s better to 

start sending to a smaller number of users first and slowly building up.
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17. Test Your Emails

There are online services you can use to check the quality of your messages. You can 

test your email with something like isnotspam.com where you send your message to 

an email provided on the page. This service will simulate spam filters and let you know 

where you need improvements to increase deliverability.

Spam filters are not perfect and despite your best efforts, some users may still mark your 

messages as spam. But by following these guidelines you can minimize the risk of your 

marketing messages being relegated to the junk folder. 

16. Inactive Subscribers

Subscribers who aren’t opening your emails can damage your deliverability rates. ISPs 

keep track of who are and aren’t opening your emails. So if you send a lot of messages 

but only a few people open them, that could flag your emails as spam. 

The best way to deal with this is to launch a re-engagement campaign every six months 

for these inactive users. If you don’t receive any feedback and they still don’t open, read, 

or click your messages you should unsubscribe them. This list hygiene will get you   

higher open rates and a more active list.
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We are here to help

Take Away
Spam is caught in the user’s inbox. While users 

can mark an email as spam, that does not mark 

it for everyone else receiving the same message. 

Marking spam works at an individual level and is 

tailored to a users’ own personal inbox.

Spammers have tried using phrases and tactics 

to bypass the spam filter. These have been cat-

alogued as spam triggers over the years. Using 

them can have an effect on your deliverability.

Next Steps

Use this guide to get a clearer 

understanding of how spam is caught.

Nima Ayat
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